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This study addresses the question of why spellings determined by morphology are relatively hard to acquire by presenting a latent class model of children’s acquisition of a doublet of consonants in the spelling of Dutch verbs. This spelling pattern can be determined either by a phonological rule (after a short vowel, a doublet is spelled) or a morphological rule (doublets are spelled in past-tense forms). The results show that the youngest group of spellers identified by latent class analysis predominantly used an alphabetic strategy. They did not spell doublets at all. The latent class model further shows that the acquisition of phonologically determined spellings occurred at a lower average age than the acquisition of morphologically determined spellings. The latter led to overgeneralizations, and a U-shaped developmental pattern was found as a consequence of these overgeneralizations. Children overgeneralized doublets for different reasons. At younger ages, overgeneralizations of doublets occurred because children treated the doublet as a phonological alternative to the singleton, whereas at older ages, overgeneralizations of doublets were confined to homophones, indicating lexical effects.

Some words are notoriously hard to spell. For example, even competent English spellers may doubt the correct spelling of the genitive apostrophe, as in pupils’ entrance, given alternatives such as pupil’s entrance and pupils entrance. Spellings that are determined by grammatical rules, such as the genitive apostrophe, are prone to error. Why are the elements of the writing system that are related to grammar so difficult? Why are these elements of the spelling system so hard to acquire? The present article addresses these questions.
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Fundamental to the writing systems of alphabetic languages is the alphabetic principle, which states that phonemes (single distinctive sounds) are mapped onto graphemes (letters or letter combinations). Thus, the word tree consists of three phonemes, /t/, /r/, and /i/. Now the problem arises that in most alphabetic orthographies, the correspondences between phonemes and graphemes are often not one-to-one, but one-to-many or many-to-one. For example, in English, the vowel /o/ is spelled in at least 13 different ways, as in dole, droll, bowl, coal, toe, folk, soul, owe, sew, dough, mauve, brooch, and yeoman (Barry, 1994). The preservation of etymology is one important reason for the inconsistency between phonemes and graphemes; for example, the k in knot was once pronounced.

Sometimes phoneme–grapheme inconsistencies can be resolved when the position of phonemes is considered. For example, in English, the letter combination ck as in clock does not occur at the beginning of a word. Taking the following or preceding letters into account can also disambiguate phoneme–grapheme relations (Kessler & Treiman, 2001; Treiman, Mullenix, Bijeljac-Babic, & Richmond-Welty, 1995).

Phoneme–grapheme inconsistencies may also reflect consistencies at the morphological level of the language, where morphemes are defined as combinations of phonemes that have a semantic or grammatical function and cannot be further subdivided into smaller parts. For example, the morpheme -ed marks the past tense of regular English verbs, although it is differently pronounced in walked and ended.

During the spelling process, a competent speller integrates different types of knowledge, such as phoneme–grapheme correspondences, word context, letter position, morphology, or word-specific idiosyncrasies, derived from different linguistic levels. The question arises as to how people acquire these different types of knowledge. According to developmental theories of spelling, types of spelling knowledge develop at different times. Stage theories assume that children use different strategies along the developmental continuum, and that there is a qualitative shift when children move from one stage to the next (Bear & Templeton, 1998; Ehri, 1992; Henderson, 1992). There is less agreement on the identification and characterization of the different stages, although most models include a prephonological, a phonological, and an orthographic stage, marking the acquisition of knowledge of phoneme–grapheme correspondences and the use of orthographic knowledge such as word context, letter position, and morphology. However, stage models have not gone without criticism. According to Overlapping Waves Theory, children use a variety of strategies or sources of knowledge, which compete with each other over prolonged periods of time (Siegler, 2000). Changes in strategy use may occur, but these are gradual and have varying rates. The model of overlapping waves could also account for spelling (Rittle-Johnson & Siegler, 1999).

There is, however, considerable evidence to support the hypothesis derived from stage theory that children learn the phonological principle of spelling long before they learn to use the conventional spellings for morphemes (Nunes, Bryant, & Bindman, 1997a). At initial phases of spelling development, children do not
mark silent morphemes or spell nonsilent morphemes phonologically. Then, a phase of overgeneralization of the alternative spelling or spellings follows, after which these spellings are confined to the right group of words. So, for example, when learning the spelling of past-tense regular verbs in English, children initially spell words phonologically: *kist, slept,* and *soft* for *kissed, slept,* and *soft,* respectively. Then, children learn the past-tense inflection but overgeneralize it to inappropriate words, which results in *kissed, sleped,* and *sofed.* Finally, words are correctly spelled (examples are taken from Nunes et al., 1997a). More important, this developmental sequence is found for several other alphabetic languages, including Greek (Chliounaki & Bryant, 2002; Harris & Giannouli, 1999), Danish (Juul, 2005; Juul & Elbro, 2004), English (Bryant, Nunes, & Bindman, 2000; Nunes et al., 1997a, 1997b), French (Totereau, Barrouillet, & Fayol, 1998; Totereau, Thevenin, & Fayol, 1997), Dutch (Assink, 1985; Frisson & Sandra, 2002; Sandra, Frisson, & Daems, 1999), and Brazilian Portuguese (Rego, 1999). Thus, although the level of transparency, the particular morphemes, and the details of the orthography vary vastly for these scripts, the psychological processes involved in learning phonological and morphological structures may be very similar.

An interesting question is why a phase of overgeneralization occurs during the acquisition of morphological spellings. Probably children learn alternative spellings without understanding their morphological basis (Bryant, Nunes, & Aidinis, 1999) and therefore simply treat them as phonological alternatives (Chliounaki & Bryant, 2002). However, frequency effects are found in spellers’ productions of homophones, as is true for instance for *marche* and *marchent* in French (Totereau et al., 1998) or *rijd* and *rijdt* in Dutch (Assink, 1985; Frisson & Sandra, 2002). This suggests that choosing between alternative spellings is at least partly lexically determined. These accounts are not incompatible; possibly, there are different causes for overgeneralizations at different points in the developmental course. The main goal of the present study was to further clarify the nature of overgeneralizations along the developmental continuum by studying the acquisition of the spelling of regular past-tense Dutch verbs.

In Dutch spelling of verbs, the morphemes marking a past tense are *-te* or *-de.* These morphemes can be followed by an *n* to indicate plurality. The morphemes are added to the stem of the verb. So for instance, the stem of the verb *werken* (to work) is *werk*; the past-tense forms are *werkte(n).* It is important to note that the morphemes do not exclusively mark past-tense forms in Dutch. They occur in several verbal forms and in other word categories such as nouns and adjectives. For instance, the string *te* occurs in the adjective *zachte* (soft). The difficulty with past-tense forms is that sometimes the stem of the verb ends with a *t* or *d.* For instance, the stem of the verb *wachten* (to wait) is *wacht*; and consequently, the past-tense form is *wachtte(n)*, resulting in a doublet of *t’s.* There is no phonological difference between singletons and doublets here. The plural past-tense form *wachtten* is homophonous to the infinitive and plural present tense *wachten.* The
present study focuses on the acquisition of the past-tense forms that include dou-
blets of t’s and d’s. Yet doublets are not the exclusive hallmark of past-tense forms.
In Dutch, doublets follow short vowels at syllable boundaries (compare the English
words swimming and funny). Consequently, doublets of all consonants, includ-
ing t’s and d’s, can occur in all word categories, including verbal forms. For in-
stance, the participle uitgeputte (exhausted) is not a past-tense form but written
with a doublet because the vowel u is short. Thus, tracking children’s learning of
the spelling of doublets will give insight in the acquisition of a spelling pattern that
can be determined by a phonological rule (that doublets follow a short vowel) or by
a morphological rule (that in past-tense forms, the morpheme -te or -de is added to
the stem of the verb).

In the Netherlands, the general rule of the spelling of doublets following short
vowels is taught to children at the second or third grade, whereas it is not until the
fifth grade that children specifically are taught the rules for the spelling of verbal
forms. Based on the findings of previous research discussed above, we hypothesize
that at the onset of development, children spell all verbal forms phonologically
(i.e., with singletons). Then, children learn to spell doublets following short vow-
els (Landerl & Reitsma, 2005). No overgeneralizations are hypothesized to occur
as a consequence of learning this phonological rule. However, if children start to
use the morphological rule and write doublets in past-tense forms correctly, they
will overgeneralize them to other verbal forms. If children overgeneralize the dou-
blet because they treat it as a phonological alternative, they will do so in all verbal
forms. They will write werktten instead of werkten as often as wachtten instead of
wachten, although the last three are orthographically legal while the first is not. On
the other hand, if overgeneralizations are lexically determined, the misspelling
werktten will have a much lower rate than wachtten—the more so if the latter has a
higher frequency rate than wachten. Thus, studying the spellings of phonologically
determined or morphologically determined doublets may give insight into the inci-
dence and causes of overgeneralizations.

Usually, the developmental process is modeled by analyzing the response pat-
terns of children of different age groups, including their types of errors. Recent stud-
ies show that latent class analysis (LCA) can be a useful technique in modeling cog-
nitive development (Boom, Hoijtink, & Kunnen, 2001; Hoijtink & Notenboom,
2004; Jansen & Van der Maas, 1997; Raijmakers, Jansen, & Van der Maas, 2004).
Given, for example, the responses on a spelling test, the aim is to infer which strate-
gies children use. Responses on a spelling test are directly observable, unlike the use
of a strategy; responses and underlying strategies can be theorized to correspond to
the two types of variables of the latent class model: observed categorical variables
and an unobserved (e.g., latent) categorical variable. Basically, LCA classifies chil-
dren in homogeneous groups (latent classes) given their observed responses. The
categories of the latent variable can be viewed as corresponding to the strategies chil-
dren use, which help explain the associations between the observed responses. The
use of (exploratory) LCA has two main advantages in the context of developmental research. First, strategies need not be defined beforehand. It is possible that a greater number or variety of strategies would be detected than theoretically expected. Second, LCA gives a clear indication of the fit of the model to the data by selecting and interpreting the most parsimonious model.

This study presents a latent class model on the acquisition of the spelling of Dutch doublets. Latent classes are hypothesized to be formed corresponding to children’s strategies described above. Thus, we expect to find one latent class consisting of alphabetic spellers, who write all words with singletons. Children who know how to spell doublets after short vowels but not in past-tense forms are hypothesized to form a second latent class. If children learn to spell doublets in past-tense forms, they may overgeneralize them to other verbal categories. Children who do so are hypothesized to form the third latent class. Finally, we expect to find a fourth latent class of children who confine the incorrect spelling of doublets to the homophones. Because these incorrect spellings are lexically determined, frequency effects are to be expected.

METHOD

Participants

Participants were 458 students from the third to the sixth grade of elementary education and the two adjacent grades of high school. Two schools of elementary education and two high schools from the Amsterdam area participated in the experiment. In the Netherlands, the grades of high school are separated in three levels; classes from all three levels participated. A summary of the number of students per grade is given in Table 1. The elementary schools reflected the multiethnic population of Amsterdam, whereas the students of the high schools were predominantly nonimmigrant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>No. of Students</th>
<th>Average Age (Years; Months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Elementary education</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>9;3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Elementary education</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Elementary education</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>11;6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Elementary education</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 High school</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>12;9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 High school</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>13;9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>12;4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Materials

A spelling test of Dutch verbal forms was administered to all participants. The items of the spelling test were 32 verbal forms that contained the strings -te or -de. There were seven different categories of verbal forms included in the test. These categories are summarized in Table 2. The first two categories include verbs that are spelled with doublets, but for different reasons. The first is related to the phonological rule that doublets follow a short vowel and the second is related to the morphological rule that the morpheme -te or -de is added to the stem. The following five categories of verbal forms are all spelled with singletons. It is important to note that phonologically, there is no difference between singletons and doublets. The occurrence of doublets of t’s and d’s allows study of the acquisition of an alternative morphological spelling and possible overgeneralizations of this spelling across different verbal categories.

The first category of verbal forms in Table 2 includes doublets of t’s and d’s marking short vowels at syllable boundaries. This phonological spelling rule is fairly fundamental in Dutch and surpasses all specifications of the spelling of verbal forms mentioned below. The second category of Table 2 consists of verbal forms of which the stem ends with a t or d. These verbal forms get a doublet in the past tense. Clearly, the doublets of Category 2 are morphologically determined.

### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Items</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category: Average Frequency of Items</td>
<td>No. of Items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Doublets following a short vowel [65]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Weak past tense verbal forms; stem ends in t or d [495]</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Weak past tense verbal forms [803]</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Strong verbs [3,203]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Participles used as adjectives [101]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Infinitivesa [1,151]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Participles used as adjectives; stem ends with t or d b [108]</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

aCan be homophones to the past-tense plural. bCan be homophones to the past-tense singular.
The verbal forms of the third to the seventh categories are all spelled with singletons. The third category includes past-tense forms in which the stem ends with any letter except for a t or d. Basically, the morpheme sequences -te(n) or -de(n) are added to the stem, depending on a voiced or voiceless final consonant, whereas the final n marks the plural form. In Dutch, there are also strong verbs, belonging to Category 4 in Table 2. Strong verbs are always spelled phonologically (e.g., with a singleton). Participles used as adjectives form Categories 5 and 7 in Table 2. The correct spelling of these participles includes a singleton, no matter whether the stem ends with a t or d (Category 7) or not (Category 5). Participles can be homophonous to singular past-tense forms. If the stem of the verb ends with a t or d, there are therefore two legal spellings of these homophones—one including a doublet and the other a singleton. Choosing the correct spelling requires grammatical analysis. The sixth category of Table 2 is infinitives spelled with singletons. If the stem of verbal forms ends with a t or d, these infinitives are homophonous to the plural forms of the past tense. Again, there are two legal spellings of these homophones—one including a singleton, the other a doublet—and again, the correct spelling reflects grammatical understanding.

All seven categories of verbal forms just discussed were included in the test. The sentences were fairly short: The average number of words was 7.3. Previous research indicates that the complexity of the grammatical structure of the sentence affects the frequency of correct answers (Assink, 1985). In the present study, the grammatical structure of the sentences was simple: The subject of the sentence, or in the case of participles, the relevant substantive, was placed immediately before or after the verbal form, facilitating correct answers. Table 2 presents the number and average frequency of items included in the test that represent the categories of the verbal forms. All items were fairly frequent to highly frequent. In particular, the strong verbs included in our test were highly frequent, as is generally the case for strong verbs. All infinitives (Category 6) and half of the participles (of Category 7) were homophonous to past-tense forms. The other half of the participles differed from homophonic forms in the addition of affixes only. The orthographic word forms of items in Category 6 and 7 included are equally as frequent or more frequent than their homophones (according to the 42 million CELEX count of Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Van Rijn, 1993). For example, the verbal form haasten included in the test has a frequency count of 129, whereas its homophone haastten has a frequency count of 108. Given the equivalence of frequencies, it is to be expected that participants would tend to select the correct orthographic form without regard to frequency.

Procedure

The spelling test that was administered to all participants consisted of 32 printed sentences that were read aloud by the experimenter or teacher. The 32 items of the
test were verbal forms that were commonly known to children of elementary school age. Participants followed the printed version of the sentence on their response sheet. After the verb form was reiterated, participants filled in the blank space. Responses were scored as either correct or incorrect, focusing on whether the correct number of t’s or d’s was spelled and ignoring possible spelling errors in other parts of the words.

Analyses

The data set was analyzed by LCA. An introduction to this statistical method can be found in Clogg (1995), Hagenaars (1993), McCutcheon (1987), and Rost and Langeheine (1997). A latent class model defines two types of categorical variables. First, there are manifest, observed variables (here, the items of the spelling test). Second, there is a latent, unobserved variable. The categories of the latent variable are called latent classes. Exploratory LCA reduces the set of observed variables to a single latent variable. (Models with more than one latent variable are not considered here). The associations between the observed variables are explained by the latent variable with two or more latent classes. Basically, students with similar responses on the observed variables are assigned to the same latent class.

A latent class model is typically interpreted by means of the class weights and response probabilities. The class weights are the proportions of students that belong to particular latent classes. The response probabilities indicate the probability that a student in a latent class will have a particular score (here, correct or incorrect) on the observed items. Response probabilities represent the degree of association between the observed variables and the latent classes and are therefore used to interpret the nature of the latent classes. Response probabilities are the same for all students within a latent class.

Estimation of the model was based on Bayesian computational methods. Gibbs sampling was used to estimate the parameters of the latent class model (for a formal account, see Hoijtink, 2001; Hoijtink & Notenboom, 2004). The latent classes were defined using an algorithm based on the principles described by Richardson and Green (1997). During the first iteration, the algorithm splits the whole sample into two latent classes. During subsequent iterations, the algorithm seeks to split the latent classes further, and children are allowed to move from one latent class to any other. If none of the latent classes can be split any more, the maximum number of latent classes has been reached. Requesting an additional latent class leads to an empty class (i.e., one without a member).

A sequence of latent class models was estimated, each with a different number of classes. The selection of the best model was determined by using two fit measures, the pseudo-likehood ratio test and the –2 log marginal likelihood (Hoijtink, 2001). The pseudo-likehood ratio test is an absolute fit measure and compares for each pair of items the response probabilities that are observed with the probabili-
ties predicted from the latent class model. The pseudo-likelihood ratio test is evaluated using a $p$ value. A large $p$ value indicates that the predicted values are within the limits of chance variation from the observed values for each pair of items. The marginal likelihood is a relative fit measure, and a Bayesian counterpart of information indices like (corrected) Akaike’s Information Criterion (Kass & Raftery, 1995). An information criterion is a measure of the distance between the model at hand and the true model. It takes into account both the statistical goodness of fit and the number of parameters that have to be estimated to achieve that degree of fit. Lower values indicate a more parsimonious fit to the data. The selection of the best model is based on its goodness of fit, its parsimony, and its interpretability. The software used to estimate the present latent class model is based on the study of Hoijtink and Notenboom (2004).

RESULTS

Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for internal consistency of the test was .58, which is relatively low, probably because different categories of verbal forms were included. A first presentation of the results is given by computing the average correct scores for each grade level and for the seven categories of verbal forms. The results are graphically presented in Figure 1. On the horizontal axis, the six grades are given. Each verbal category is represented by a distinct line. Clearly, children at the third and fourth grades of elementary school had difficulties in spelling doublets, whether they are phonologically determined (Category 1) or morphologically determined (Category 2). However, they had perfect scores on all remaining categories that are spelled with singletons (Categories 3–7). Children at higher grades got increasingly better at spelling phonologically determined doublets, and to a lesser extent, at morphologically determined doublets. However, learning doublets appeared to have a detrimental effect on the correct spelling of singletons. From Grade 4 onward, children overgeneralized the doublet to verbal forms that are correctly spelled with singletons. For Categories 3 to 5, a U-shaped developmental pattern was found; intrusions of the doublet faded out at higher grades. However, intrusions of doublets remained for the infinitives (Category 6) and for participles used as adjectives in which the stem ends with $t$ or $d$ (Category 7) at higher grades.

A latent class model was fitted to categorize children in homogeneous groups. Given types of response patterns, strategies can be inferred. A sequence of models with an increasing number of latent classes was estimated. The values of the pseudo likelihood ratio statistic and the $-2 \log$ marginal likelihood of these models are summarized in Table 3. The model with seven latent classes had one empty class (i.e., one without a member and was therefore not considered further). Models with three or more latent classes had $p$ values equal to or greater than .01, indicating that these models had a fairly adequate fit. The model with five latent
FIGURE 1  Average proportion correct score per grade level (Grades 3–6 of elementary school, and Grade 1, 2 of high school) and category (seven categories of verbal forms; see also Table 2). Note: Category 1 = Doublets following short vowels. Category 2 = Doublets are required because the stem ends with a $t$ or $d$ and the morpheme -te or -de, indicating the past tense (pt), is added to the stem. Category 3 = Singletons are required in past-tense forms because the stem does not end with a $t$ or $d$. Category 4 = Strong verbs are spelled with singletons. Category 5 = Participles used as adjectives are spelled with singletons. Category 6 = Infinitives are spelled with singletons; they can be homophonous to plural past-tense forms, spelled with doublets. Category 7 = Participles used as adjectives are spelled with singletons—the stem ends with $t$ or $d$; they can be homophonous to singular past-tense forms spelled with doublets.

TABLE 3
Fit Measures of Latent Class Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Latent Classes</th>
<th>$-2 \log$ Marginal Likelihood</th>
<th>$p$ Value</th>
<th>Pseudo Likelihood Ratio Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9416</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9066</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8887</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8873</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8792</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
classes was selected and interpreted because it had a relatively high $p$ value and a low marginal likelihood, but alongside, remarks will be made on the models with three to six latent classes because the fit measures were very close.

The five latent classes differed considerably in size. Table 4 presents the number of children that were assigned to the latent classes and the average age of the children. Latent Class 4 included nearly half of the sample, whereas the other four latent classes were small to intermediate in size. The latent classes are numbered in terms of average age. To interpret the results, average response probabilities were computed for each of the seven categories of verbal forms and for each latent class. The results are presented graphically in Figure 2. Each latent class is signified by a distinct line. The vertical axis represents the average proportion of correct answers. On the horizontal axis, the categories of verbal forms are given.

### TABLE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent Class</th>
<th>No. of Students</th>
<th>Average Age (Years; Months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>10;7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>12;8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12;8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>13;2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>13;4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2](image_url) Average proportion correct scores per category and latent class.
Figure 2 shows that children of the first latent class, who were the youngest on average, had a poor command of spelling doublets, in particular regarding past-tense forms (Category 2). However, they spelled verbal forms of other categories perfectly. Hence, children of the first latent class can be characterized as alphabetic spellers. The following two latent classes (2 and 3) comprised children of an average age of 12 years 8 months. Children at the second latent class spelled doublets correctly if the doublets follow short vowels (Category 1) but still had difficulties with past-tense forms that include doublets (Category 2). They spelled verbal forms of all other verbal categories nearly correctly. The third latent class was small in number, consisting of 17 children. They spelled the verbal forms involving doublets fairly correctly, but problems arose for the five categories of verbal forms that must be spelled with singletons. A diffuse pattern of overgeneralizations of doublets to all verbal categories was found. In particular, the past-tense forms that are spelled with singletons (Category 3) had low scores, compared to the other latent classes. The occurrence of overgeneralizations at similar rates in all spelling form categories indicates that students at the third latent class treated the doublet as a phonological alternative to the singleton.

The fourth and fifth latent class included the oldest children, who were about 13 years old. The fourth latent class is relatively large, as it includes half of the sample. Children of this latent class spelled all categories properly except for the participles that are used as adjectives in which the stem ends with a t or d (Category 7). Intrusions of doublets were characteristic for the responses of children at Latent Class 5, in particular with respect to the infinitives (Category 6) and the participles in which the stem ends with a t or d (Category 7). These categories are homophonous to past-tense forms that are spelled with doublets. Probably, these overgeneralizations are lexically determined. However, the low average percentage of correct scores is remarkable, given the fact that the correct spellings have an equal or higher frequency count than the incorrect spellings.

The model with three latent classes differs from the one interpreted here in the following respects. Latent Classes 1 and 2 are taken together, and Latent Class 3 is not distinguished. Thus, according to this model, there is one class of children who have a poor command of doublets and two latent classes of children who have a good command of doublets but who overgeneralize in particular to the homophonic categories. The model with four latent classes splits the latent class of children with poor command of doublets similarly to the model with five latent classes previously described but does not identify Latent Class 3. The model with six latent classes is also comparable to the model with five latent classes. The additional sixth latent class is parallel to the third latent class depicted in Figure 2, although the average correct response of all categories is higher (around .80). The sixth latent class provides additional evidence for a diffuse pattern of overgeneralizations, although overall error rates are fairly low.
Why are morphologically determined spellings such as the Dutch doublet so difficult, and why are they so hard to acquire? The present study addresses these questions by presenting a latent class model on the acquisition of the doublet in Dutch, a spelling category that can be determined by either a phonological or a morphological rule. At initial phases of development, children predominantly use an alphabetic strategy. The youngest group of spellers (about 10 years of age) identified by LCA spelled words according to phoneme–grapheme correspondence rules: These children were mostly unaware of the grammatical and morphological categories reflected in the writing system and did not spell any doublets. Results from other studies support the finding that learning the alphabetic principle is very fundamental in learning to spell (Cassar, Treiman, Moats, Pollo, & Kessler, 2005; Ehri, 1998; Notenboom & Reitsma, 2003).

The second latent class consisted of children with an average age of 12 years 8 months. They knew how to spell phonological doublets (following short vowels), but they had poor command of morphologically determined doublets (occurring in past-tense forms). Clearly, the phonological spellings were acquired earlier than morphological spellings. No substantial rates of overgeneralizations of doublets to other verbal forms were shown. Children in Latent Class 3 were about the same age as children in Latent Class 2. They spelled phonological and morphological doublets correctly but overgeneralized them to all other verbal forms. Given this diffuse pattern of overgeneralizations, children in Latent Class 3 seemed to use the doublet as a phonological alternative to the singleton. They did not have much understanding of its morphological basis. However, evidence for this type of strategy was not overly robust. The number of children in Latent Class 3 was fairly small, and these children were not discerned as a distinct group in the models with three or four latent classes.

Learning morphological doublets resulted in a higher rate of overgeneralizations than learning phonological doublets did, given the difference between Latent Class 2 (characterized by the acquisition of phonological doublets but few overgeneralizations) and Latent Class 3 (characterized by acquisition of both phonologically and morphologically determined doublets and overgeneralizations). The occurrence of overgeneralizations thus shows the beginnings of children’s understanding of the written representations of morphological aspects of the language.

Children of the fourth and fifth latent class were good at spelling phonological and morphological doublets. They were the oldest of the sample (i.e., around 13 years old). In particular, children in Latent Class 5 overgeneralized the doublet, above all to those categories in which a homophone exists, but to a lesser extent also to the other categories). Latent Class 4, which contained almost half of the sample, was similar to Latent Class 5, except that children in Latent Class 4...
overgeneralized the doublet to only one category in which a homophone exists (the participles that are used as adjectives). Thus, at higher ages, the overgeneralizations had mainly lexical origins.

Clearly, learning the doublet as an alternative morphological spelling had a negative effect on the correct spelling of regular words. For example, children at the fourth and fifth grade of elementary education have a 99% correct score for infinitives spelled with singletons (Category 6), whereas children at the first and second grade of high school have only a 80% correct score. It is likely that this percentage increases as children get older. However, while spelling homophones, older participants remain sensitive to frequency relations. Probably not even adults will reach the 99% correct score, because they will also be inclined to spell the most frequent form. The U-shaped, falling-rising developmental pattern has been reported most often in the context of spelling acquisition (Bryant et al., 1999; Juul & Elbro, 2004) but also occurs for other aspects of language development. For example, when young children learn the past-tense inflection in English, they pass from a period of correct performance through a phase of regularization of irregular verbs (i.e., finded or comed; Marcus et al., 1992). Marcus et al.’s explanation of this phenomenon is that children’s memory of irregulars is not strong enough to block the rule of past-tense inflection. The more frequent a word form is, the stronger a particular memory trace will be.

The participles of Category 7 and to a lesser extent the infinitives of Category 6 showed high error rates. Paradoxically, participles are orthographically regular and notoriously difficult. One source of difficulty is probably that people think of participles as verbal forms, whereas they are spelled as adjectives. In particular, the spelling of past participles may be very confusing. In addition, the context of an official spelling test can be misleading, because children may think that the more difficult form is being asked for. To test this, possible differences in results between free writing and a spelling test need to be examined.

Other linguistic aspects of the test items may also have had an influence on error rates. Data of Latent Class 2 suggest that doublets show up relatively often in words with vowels at syllable boundaries. Thus, children in Latent Class 2 spell past-tense forms having doublets and vowels at syllable boundaries, such as raadde (guessed), more often correctly (62%) than equivalent past-tense forms having doublets and consonants at syllable boundaries, such as wachttten (waited; 33% correct). Moreover, participles with vowels at syllable boundaries show more frequent intrusions of doublets (32%), such as verbreedde instead of verbrede (broadened) than participles with consonants at syllable boundaries (13%), such as gestrande (stranded). However, more verbal forms are needed to confirm this effect.

Basically, the results of the latent class model confirmed our hypotheses. At initial phases, children spelled alphabetically and did not use doublets at all. Phonologically determined doublets were acquired earlier than morphologically determined doublets, partly reflecting the order in which the forms are taught in
elementary school. Children who incorrectly generalized the doublet to all verbal forms were relatively young and small in number. Thus, there is some evidence that children treat the doublet as a phonological alternative to the singleton. Intrusions of the alternative spelling appeared in all words at the same rate. As children got older (and presumably lexical memory grew stronger), impossible spellings of words gradually disappeared. Older children incorrectly generalized the doublet mainly to homophonic forms, indicating that their misspellings were lexically determined.

The results demonstrate that LCA is a statistically reliable way to assess strategies children use, given their dichotomous responses on a spelling test. Compared to averaging responses per grade, the latent class model shows the diversity of the response patterns in the data, from which children’s strategies can be inferred. It is possible that LCA detects unanticipated strategies because it does not require previously designed criteria. Furthermore, the fit of the model is tested on the whole data set, such that the most parsimonious model can be selected based on statistical criteria.

It is tempting to think of the latent class model as a developmental one. In particular, it is an interesting question whether spellers usually go through Latent Class 3 or if only some go through such a phase in which doublets are a phonological variant. However, the developmental path of individual children can be different from the model just outlined. Furthermore, it may be important to know how long developmental phases will take. Longitudinal data are needed to answer these questions and to trace the developmental course in detail. Nevertheless, the results from the latent analysis partly support a phase model of the acquisition of morphological spelling knowledge. Latent Classes 1 to 4 identify qualitatively distinct answer patterns, and hence reveal different strategies for solving spelling problems. Thus, the initial use of an alphabetic strategy, second, learning the morphological spelling without understanding its morphological basis, and third, restricting the morphological spelling to the appropriate categories are probably valid developmental categories. However, the difference between Latent Classes 4 and 5 seems to be more quantitative in nature. The students in Latent Classes 4 and 5 probably used the same strategy, but students in Latent Class 4 just performed better. A continuous growth model may be more appropriate here than a latent class model. A mixed Rasch model can be used to model a mixture of qualitatively and quantitatively different types of responses. This model would allow us to represent quantitative differences among students within a latent class, whereas differences between latent classes are qualitative (Rost & Langeheine, 1997). The development of spelling ability may consist of a series of phases, characterized by qualitatively distinct strategies to solve spelling problems, whereas within a phase, children get increasingly better at performing a particular strategy.

The findings of the present study have several implications for educational practice. First of all, teaching children the spellings of irregular words should not begin until children master the basics of the alphabetic principle. In general, acqui-
osition of orthographic knowledge will be more easily achieved with the alphabetic foundation already in place (Ehri, 1998). Then, children have to become aware of alternative, morphologically based spellings. Effective instruction should include explanation of the relevant grammatical categories and clarification as to which spelling relates to which grammatical category. Such instruction may further increase children’s morphological awareness. Probably, one of the major hurdles the speller has to take is realizing that morphological spellings are difficult. Reliance on phoneme–grapheme consistencies or lexical knowledge is often of little use or may even interfere with correct morphological spellings. A possible flaw of weak spellers is that they do not take any syntactic information into account but rather are inclined to base their spelling decisions on nonsyntactical and hence (in the case of morphological spellings) irrelevant information, such as sound structure or frequency. Therefore, realizing that some words can only be correctly spelled through grammatical analysis and not by retrieval from lexical memory probably is a milestone in the acquisition of morphological spelling knowledge.
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